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ABSTRACT

Objective: Standard approaches for large scale phenotypic screens using electronic health record (EHR) data

apply thresholds, such as �2 diagnosis codes, to define subjects as having a phenotype. However, the variation

in the accuracy of diagnosis codes can impair the power of such screens. Our objective was to develop and

evaluate an approach which converts diagnosis codes into a probability of a phenotype (PheProb). We hypothe-

sized that this alternate approach for defining phenotypes would improve power for genetic association

studies.

Methods: The PheProb approach employs unsupervised clustering to separate patients into 2 groups based on

diagnosis codes. Subjects are assigned a probability of having the phenotype based on the number of diagnosis

codes. This approach was developed using simulated EHR data and tested in a real world EHR cohort. In the lat-

ter, we tested the association between low density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) genetic risk alleles known for

association with hyperlipidemia and hyperlipidemia codes (ICD-9 272.x). PheProb and thresholding approaches

were compared.

Results: Among n¼1462 subjects in the real world EHR cohort, the threshold-based p-values for association

between the genetic risk score (GRS) and hyperlipidemia were 0.126 (�1 code), 0.123 (�2 codes), and 0.142

(�3 codes). The PheProb approach produced the expected significant association between the GRS and hyper-

lipidemia: p¼ .001.

Conclusions: PheProb improves statistical power for association studies relative to standard thresholding

approaches by leveraging information about the phenotype in the billing code counts. The PheProb approach

has direct applications where efficient approaches are required, such as in Phenome-Wide Association Studies.
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phenome-wide association study
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic health records (EHRs) contain a wealth of comprehensive

patient information. When linked with genomic data, the combined

information provides a powerful platform to study associations be-

tween genetic variants and a variety of diseases, disorders, and other

conditions. Ideally, disease cases and controls in large, diverse popu-

lations would be identified automatically using data in the EHR,

and linked to genetic markers assessed on collected blood samples.1

However, there is currently a mismatch wherein the ability to ex-

tract accurate information about patient phenotypes from EHRs

lags behind genotyping.2 For example, although EHRs often contain

diagnosis codes for specific diseases, the presence or absence of these

codes is not perfectly correlated with the presence or the absence of

the disease. Previous studies have successfully replicated established

genetic associations by building phenotyping algorithms using both

structured data such as diagnosis codes and unstructured data such

as physicians’ notes accessed by natural language processing.3–6 A

major limitation of these approaches is the requirement for labor in-

tensive chart review to establish gold standard labels on a subset of

cases. Such approaches are difficult to scale when multiple pheno-

types are of interest.

In particular, with the increasing availability of large cohorts

with linked EHR and genetic data, there is growing interest in

screening for associations between a genetic marker of interest and a

wide range of clinical phenotypes—that is, in performing a

Phenome-Wide Association Study (PheWAS).3,7–20 In a PheWAS,

developing highly accurate algorithms incorporating structured and

unstructured EHR data for each phenotype is not feasible. Instead,

researchers typically rely on available structured data such as demo-

graphic information and International Classification of Diseases

(ICD) billing and diagnosis codes (frequently ICD-9 or ICD-10, sig-

nifying the Ninth or Tenth Revisions of the Classification system, re-

spectively). In the most common PheWAS approach, these codes are

collapsed across time and stored as counts for each code for each in-

dividual. Tens of thousands of ICD codes can then be converted into

a smaller number of phenotypes, as proposed in Denny et al.9,15—

the phenotype billing code counts created by this conversion are

typically called PheWAS codes. For each phenotype, “cases”

are individuals with at least one relevant billing code and “controls”

are individuals with zero codes (and sometimes without codes for other

related phenotypes). With this approach, Denny et al.9 successfully rep-

licated 4 of 7 known disease-SNP associations at the 0.05 level.

For the 3 associations that did not replicate in Denny et al., they

noted that identifying cases as individuals with at least 1 relevant

ICD-9 code was not a stringent enough definition; many of these

“cases” did not have the disease when their medical records were

manually reviewed. For these diseases, the “case” definition that

was used had low positive predictive value (PPV). Indeed, the reli-

ability of using the presence of any relevant billing code as a proxy

for presence of the phenotype varies by phenotype and health care

system.21,22 Subsequent studies proposed adaptations of this ap-

proach to improve the PPV, such as requiring at least 2 billing codes

on 2 different days;13,20,23 or a number of billing codes that differs

depending on disease frequency;10,19 or 2, 3, or 5 billing codes in to-

tal.12,16–18,24 While these more stringent definitions improve the

PPV of the case identification, they can also reduce power by elimi-

nating some true cases, which can be problematic for uncommon

phenotypes. These studies identify a gap in knowledge regarding an

efficient approach for determining the optimal threshold. Moreover,

collapsing a billing code count into a binary case-control status, and

not accounting for total healthcare usage that can vary dramatically

among patients, may eliminate information that could better distin-

guish cases and controls.

In this study, we propose an automated approach for using diag-

nosis codes that avoids setting an arbitrary threshold on the number

of codes required to define a “case” by instead converting the diag-

nosis codes into a probability of a phenotype through unsupervised

clustering (PheProb). We will compare the performance of genetic

association testing with PheProb-defined phenotypes and threshold-

based phenotypes in simulated and real world EHR data. Using

known associations, we hypothesize that the PheProb approach will

demonstrate stronger genotype-phenotype associations than with

the thresholding approach.

METHODS

Development of Methods for PheProb
We used simulated data that mimicked the patterns of real EHR data,

but with gold standard phenotype labels available, to compare the

performance of PheProb with the performance of threshold-based

methods. The dataset contained 2000 patients with EHR data linked

with genotype data; each patient had a single nucleotide polymor-

phism (SNP) value—0, 1, or 2 minor alleles—and a single normally

distributed clinical covariate. Disease status was generated so that the

probability of having the disease depended on the value of the SNP

and the covariate; we considered both weak (odds ratio [OR]¼1.1),

and moderate (OR¼1.35) disease-SNP associations. We also varied

disease prevalence: 20%, 10%, and 5%. The total number of billing

codes for each patient was randomly generated, and the number of

disease PheWAS codes was generated from a binomial distribution

with sample size equal to the total number of billing codes and suc-

cess probability dependent on the underlying disease status.

In the standard PheWAS, disease cases are assigned by threshold-

ing the relevant billing codes using a cut-off, as was proposed in

Denny et al. (2010).9,15 Thus, as a comparison for our approach we

applied the standard PheWAS thresholds of � 1, � 2, and � 3 ICD

codes to define a disease case; individuals with no ICD codes were

controls. To perform the genetic association test, we tested for asso-

ciation between the SNP and case-control status, with cases defined

by the 3 thresholds; the 3 models are denoted by S1, S2, and S3.

The proposed PheProb method applies a different approach to de-

fine disease status and perform the genetic association test. A diagram

of the workflow of this two-step approach is provided in Figure 1.

In Step 1, we fit a mixture model to the disease-relevant billing

code count variable, S, assuming 2 latent classes—cases (Y ¼ 1) and

controls (Y ¼ 0). Specifically, we assume that there are 2 underlying

classes, and that within each class, S follows a binomial distribution,

P S ¼ sjC ¼ cð Þ ¼ c
s

� �
pd

sð1� pdÞc�s, with parameters n ¼ c, the total

number of billing code counts, and pd ¼ p1 if the patient is a disease

case or p0 if the patient is a control. Thus, the model accounts for

the total healthcare utilization, as quantified by the total number of

billing codes C, by interpreting the count of relevant billing codes S

as a subset of C in these class-specific binomial models. The proba-

bility of belonging to the case population is denoted by u; if u were

a single value, it would represent the underlying prevalence of the

disease, but our proposed method benefits from allowing the preva-

lence to vary somewhat according to total health care utilization C.

Thus, we let uðc; a0;a1Þ ¼ gða0 þ a1cÞ, where the parameters

a ¼ ða0; a1Þ are unknown and g is the logistic function. All parameters

(p1; p0;a0; a1Þ are estimated using the expectation-maximization
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(EM) algorithm, so that this model can be fit in an unsupervised man-

ner and, thus, does not require any “gold standard” labelling of cases

and controls.25–28 After the model is fit and a0; a1; p0; and p1 are esti-

mated, we can calculate the predicted probability that each patient is a

disease case by Bayes rule:

p̂Y ¼ P̂ Y ¼ 1jS ¼ s;C ¼ cð Þ

¼
û c

s

� �
p̂1

sð1� p̂1Þ
c�s

û c
s

� �
p̂1

sð1� p̂1Þ
c�s þ 1� ûð Þ c

s

� �
p̂0

sð1� p̂0Þ
c�s :

Here, we write û as shorthand for uðc; â0; â1Þ:

In Step 2, we test whether the SNP is associated with the proba-

bility of having the phenotype, and calculate a p-value quantifying

the strength of that association. Essentially, we calculate the model’s

predicted probability, p̂Yi, for each individual as defined above, and

we use p̂Yi in place of a typical 0/1 outcome in a logistic regression

model with the genetic marker G and any clinical variables such as

age and gender included as covariates in the model. We fit the model

using logistic regression estimating equations and calculate a robust

variance estimate to use for testing whether there is any association

between the disease and the genetic marker, controlling for clinical

variables.29

Figure 1. Workflow of the PheProb method. True disease status of patients is unknown; instead, the number of billing codes for each disease is observed. The

PheProb method clusters individuals based on billing codes, and tests for an association between a genetic marker such as a SNP and the clustering-based prob-

ability of being a case.
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This approach allows the model connecting diagnosis codes and

probabilities to differ disease-to-disease based on the features of the

disease distributions. A more detailed description of the simulation

settings and the statistical models and methods is available in the

Supplementary Appendix. Implementation is available in the Phe-

Prob R package, available from the authors on request.

Comparison of Existing Methods and PheProb
Simulated data

For each simulated dataset, we applied the standard threshold-based

genotype-phenotype association tests, S1, S2, and S3. We also applied

our proposed PheProb method. For comparison, we fit a model us-

ing the true disease status; while not feasible in practice, this was in-

formative for benchmarking. Simulations were run 500 times for

each setting in R30; the flexmix and gee packages were used in our

simulations.25–27,29

Example 1: Real-world clinical study and hyperlipidemia

A group of control subjects from a previous EHR genetic study of

lipids was used to test PheProb on real world data.31 Briefly, the

study consisted of 1462 subjects with clinical EHR data including

demographics, diagnosis codes, and genetic data. In the prior

study,31 we confirmed that patients carrying more LDL-C risk

alleles, aggregated into a composite LDL genetic risk score (GRS),

had higher LDL-C levels measured as part of routine care. LDL-C is

the target of statins and is considered part of the causal pathway for

cardiovascular disease. High LDL-C, or hyperlipidemia, corre-

sponds to ICD-9 codes starting with 272. For this study, all such

codes were collapsed into a count of the number of hyperlipidemia-

related billing codes. We tested for association between the LDL

GRS and the phenotype hyperlipidemia and compared the p-value

for association when the phenotype was defined using standard

threshold-based methods compared to the proposed PheProb

method. All models were adjusted for age and sex.

Example 2: Partners biobank and rheumatoid arthritis

We additionally studied a population where gold standard labels

were available for the phenotype rheumatoid arthritis (RA). The

Partners Healthcare Biobank comprises 14 985 subjects enrolled

from 2011 to 2016 with both clinical EHR data and genetic data.32

For a subset of 546 of these patients, chart review was performed to

confirm the presence of the most common autoimmune inflamma-

tory joint disease, rheumatoid arthritis (RA). We extracted data on

2 of the strongest genetic risk alleles for RA, rs9268839 in HLA

DRB1 and rs2476601 in PTPN22. The PheWAS codes 714 and

714.1 correspond to RA and other inflammatory polyarthropathies.

Based on patients’ counts of these codes, we tested whether HLA

DRB1 and PTPN22 were associated with RA, adjusting for age,

gender and race, using both the standard thresholding method and

the PheProb approach.

For the subset of 546 individuals with true RA status known

(from manual chart review), we sought to better understand how

well the standard thresholding methods and the PheProb clustering

step were separating cases and controls. To do this we estimated the

false positive rate (FPR), the recall, the precision/PPV, the negative

predictive value (NPV), and the F1 score for the threshold-defined

case-control status, focusing on S2, the most popular approach in

the literature.12,16,18 For PheProb, we estimated the same quantities,

after thresholding the method’s estimated probability at its mean to

define a binary outcome.

RESULTS

Simulated Data Results
In Figure 2, the power to detect the weak (OR¼1.1) and moderate

(OR¼1.35) genotype-phenotype associations was compared across

all methods. In all settings, the PheProb approach outperformed the

current standard threshold-based methods (S1, S2, S3). For example,

when the disease prevalence is medium and the association is moder-

ate (OR¼1.35, prevalence¼10%), the power to detect the associa-

tion with PheProb is 51.0%, while the power levels of S1, S2, and S3

are 8.4%, 10.4%, and 10.8%, respectively. When the association is

weaker (OR¼1.1), all tests are less powerful but the relative perfor-

mance is the same, with PheProb outperforming S1, S2, and S3. As

expected the PheProb approach is less powerful when compared to

true disease status of all individuals, but the difference in power is

modest. For example, in the setting mentioned above, the power

when the true disease status is known (true-Y) is 61.6%, which is

only 10.6 percentage points higher than PheProb’s power of 51.0%.

In most of these simulation settings, S3 is more powerful than S1 and

S2, but this is not always the case. For example, when the SNP

OR¼1.1 and the disease is uncommon (prevalence¼5%), the

power of S2 is 6.4% while the power of S3 is 5.4%.

Example 1: Real-world clinical study and hyperlipidemia
Among the 1462 patients in the lipid study, the mean age was 63.6

years and the proportion of female subjects was 80%. Also, 64.7%
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Figure 2. Comparison of power to detect an association between a SNP and a

phenotype (a disease) when only S, the count of billing codes, is observed.

The standard approaches of thresholding S and identifying disease cases as

individuals with more than t billing codes are indicated by St, for t¼1, 2, 3.

Our proposed method is indicated by PheProb. A benchmark method is also

shown: true-Y, which uses the true disease status as the outcome. Simulation

settings vary the prevalence and the strength of the association of interest be-

tween disease status and the SNP: OR¼ 1.1 for a weak relationship and

OR¼ 1.35 for a moderate relationship.
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of this group had at least 1 billing code starting with 272 (Disorders

of Lipoid Metabolism); and among those with at least 1 billing

code, the median number of billing codes was 8 and the maximum

was 171. The results of the genotype-phenotype association tests are

presented in Table 1. Using the thresholding method, the p-values

for association between the LDL GRS and hyperlipidemia were

0.126, 0.123, and 0.142 for defining cases as having at least 1, 2, or

3 billing codes. Using the PheProb approach we observed the

expected significant association between the LDL GRS and hyperlip-

idemia with a p-value of .001.

Example 2: Partners biobank and rheumatoid arthritis
Association between HLA DRB1 or PTPN22 and billing codes

for RA

Among the 14 985 patients, 12% had at least 1 diagnosis code for

RA. Among those with at least 1 billing code, the median number of

billing codes was 14 and the maximum was 838. The results of the

genotype-phenotype association tests are presented in Table 1. The

p-values for the association between RA and the HLA DRB1 SNP

using all three thresholding methods and using the PheProb ap-

proach were less than 0.0001; the p-value for the association be-

tween the PTPN22 and RA was less than .0001 using the

thresholding methods and 0.0002 using the PheProb approach.

Validation

Because the p-values for all methods in this large patient population

were small, we sought to better understand how well the standard

thresholding methods and the PheProb clustering step were separat-

ing cases and controls by comparing accuracy metrics in a group of

546 patients for whom true RA disease status was known through

chart review. To identify cases and controls from the PheProb pre-

dicted probability of having RA, we simply dichotomized it at its

mean. The results are presented in Table 2. The prevalence of RA in

the validation set was 8.8%. We found that PheProb better classified

individuals without the disease as “controls” (FPR of 0.01 vs 0.06

for S2), and that the individuals classified by PheProb as cases were

more likely to truly have RA (precision/PPV of 0.74 vs 0.40 for S2).

This improvement in PPV came at a cost of incorrectly classifying

8% of true disease cases as controls (recall of 0.92 vs 1.00), with no

reduction in the NPV (the chance that an individual classified as

control is truly disease-free; 1.00 vs 1.00). In addition, we found

that PheProb outperformed S2 in regards to precision and recall (F1

score of 0.83 vs. 0.57, P< .0001).

DISCUSSION

The PheProb approach provides a high-throughput, unsupervised

method for phenotyping using existing codified data without requir-

ing labor intensive chart review for gold standard labels. In this

study, we observed that PheProb, which converts the number of

diagnosis codes into a probability for a phenotype, provided more

power for genetic association studies using EHR data compared to

standard PheWAS thresholding approaches, while maintaining the

feasibility of standard approaches by using only structured data.

The thresholding approach is limited because of the varying accu-

racy of diagnosis codes, and PheProb addresses this challenge by us-

ing the diagnosis code counts to separate the patients into 2 latent

underlying classes—case and controls —in a data-adaptive way

while accounting for total health care utilization. This approach in

effect normalizes the accuracy of the codes.

PheWASs using the thresholding method have been conducted

with different threshold choices, and there does not appear to be a

consensus on a best threshold.9,10,12,13,16–20,23,24 Increasing the

number of diagnosis codes used to define cases tends to increase

the PPV, or the chance that those included as cases do in fact have

the disease. However, particularly for uncommon diseases, this may

result in a loss of statistical power when testing for the SNP-disease

association, since it reduces the number of individuals included in

the test. We observed loss of power with higher thresholding in the

simulations with an uncommon phenotype (prevalence¼5%): with

SNP OR¼1.1, the power of S2 was 6.4% while the power of S3 was

5.4%. In this scenario, the benefit of improving the PPV of the case

definition by requiring more billing codes is likely outweighed by

the power lost by losing some true disease cases. Converting a quan-

titative variable such as the billing code count to a binary variable

can also result in loss of information even if a best threshold were

determined, since more codes likely reflect a more certain disease

status or greater disease severity. The PheProb method avoids

many of these issues by using the billing code counts directly as a

quantitative variable, letting the data drive the clustering into cases

and controls.

The thresholding method also does not take into account differ-

ing levels of health care utilization. We believe incorporating total

health care utilization into PheProb, as quantified by the total num-

ber of billing codes, enhances performance because the amount of

Table 1. Comparison of p-values for genotype-phenotype association tests using thresholding St * vs PheProb using real-world EHR data

Phenotype n Genetic Marker Phenotype-Genotype Association Test Method

S1 S2 S3 PheProb

Hyperlipidemia (ICD-9 272.x) 1442 LDL GRS 0.126 0.123 0.142 0.001

Rheumatoid Arthritis (ICD-9 714.x except 714.3) 14 985 HLA DRB1 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

PTPN22 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0002

*St, is the thresholding approach where subjects are defined as cases if they have �t PheWAS codes.

Table 2. Comparison of accuracy measures of case-control identifi-

cation for RA comparing the standard thresholding method S2*

with PheProb against the true phenotype as defined by chart

review

S2 PheProb

precision/PPV 0.40 0.74

NPV 1.00 1.00

recall 1.00 0.92

FPR 0.06 0.01

F1 score 0.57 0.83

*S2, subjects with �2 PheWAS codes are defined as cases.

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value; FPR: false

positive rate.
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utilization can vary dramatically across patients. Total health care

utilization can affect the informativeness of certain billing codes,

particularly for diseases that may have many diagnostic tests. For

example, an individual with 10 total billing codes, 5 of them for hy-

perlipidemia, may be more likely to be a case than an individual

with 1000 total codes, 5 of which are for hyperlipidemia.

In the PheProb approach, the actual test for association is per-

formed between the SNP and the estimated probability of having the

phenotype. This eliminates the need to select a threshold to define

case-control status, and carries forward into the association test

some information about classification uncertainty as encoded in the

estimated probability of disease. Individuals with many billing codes

are assigned high probability of having the disease; those with no

codes are assigned low probability; and those with a moderate num-

ber can have a probability in the middle, where “moderate” is deter-

mined in the data-driven clustering and will be slightly different for

different phenotypes. Retaining this algorithmic classification uncer-

tainty rather than thresholding has been shown to improve power in

other EHR settings.33

In the example of RA, where a gold standard was available for

comparison, we found that the probability of being a case from the

PheProb approach better distinguished cases and controls than the

standard thresholding method. That is, identifying cases as patients

with above average PheProb probability was a more accurate case

definition than identifying cases as patients with more than 2 ICD-9

code counts (F1 score of 0.83 vs. 0.57, p< .0001). This is likely be-

cause the clustering step seeks to separate cases and controls in a

data-adaptive way, and uses both information in the disease-

relevant billing codes and the total billing codes in the clustering,

rather than using a fixed threshold on just the relevant billing codes.

As detailed here, many aspects of the PheProb approach were

designed to improve genetic association test power: leveraging the

diagnosis code counts as a quantitative variable instead of dichoto-

mizing it; integrating healthcare utilization in the structure of the

mixture model; and using the continuous model-predicted probabil-

ity of being a disease case as an outcome instead of thresholding it

to identify case-control status. Unfortunately, it is difficult to disen-

tangle the impacts on power of each of these aspects. For example, a

patient’s healthcare utilization C enters the method as a parameter

in the binomial mixture model; avoiding reliance on C would neces-

sitate using a different parametric mixture model, but performance

differences due to the change in model and the reliance on C cannot

be rigorously disentangled. Similarly, we propose using the model-

predicted probability rather than a dichotomous outcome in the ge-

netic association test; this is because we feel that the probability bet-

ter carries forward phenotyping uncertainty into the test, but it is

also not obvious how best to dichotomize that predicted probability

into a case-control outcome in the absence of any gold-standard out-

come data, and whether patients with mid-level predicted probabil-

ity should be excluded in such a dichotomization.

With no additional covariates (such as age and gender), our

genotype-phenotype test is essentially model-free—it is fundamen-

tally testing whether the genotype and phenotype are statistically in-

dependent. Thus, it is a valid test across a wide range of true

disease-genotype models. With additional covariates, our model is

still valid across a wide range of true disease-genotype models so

long as the genotype is independent of those covariates. Relaxing

this assumption to produce an even more robust test is a direction of

future research.

The PheProb method is designed to increase power for studies

which rely on (or are limited to using) ICD codes for phenotyping,

with direct applications to PheWAS. It was designed for studies

screening across hundreds to thousands of phenotypes, where creat-

ing individual highly accurate algorithms for each phenotype is not

feasible. While it may serve as a starting point for investigators inter-

ested in detailed studies on a specific phenotype, it was not designed

for this purpose.

Institutions have different EHR systems and different approaches

to using those systems. As a result, phenotyping methods typically

have varying performance across institutions. This variability is es-

pecially notable when phenotyping is based only on thresholded di-

agnosis codes. For example, using at least 1 code for RA to identify

cases was shown to have a PPV of 22%, 26%, and 49% across 3

institutions, while using at least 3 codes was shown to have a PPV of

55%, 42%, and 73% across the same 3 institutions.21 This high-

lights another difficulty of existing PheWAS methods based on

thresholding—even for a single disease, the best threshold for defin-

ing a case may vary across institutions. A method like PheProb that

has the potential to adapt to the underlying distribution of diagnosis

codes at an institution may be effective in the face of this heterogene-

ity, and further evaluating PheProb’s performance and robustness

across healthcare systems is a direction of future research.

CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the standard PheWAS approach, which defines pheno-

types using a certain number of diagnosis codes, the PheProb ap-

proach provides more power to study genotype-phenotype

associations by retaining information on the count of billing codes

defining the phenotype normalized by health care utilization infor-

mation, and providing a probability of a phenotype rather than a bi-

nary case-control status for association testing. In sum, PheProb is a

scalable method for rapid unsupervised phenotyping with direct

applications for PheWAS and large scale EHR-biorepository genetic

association studies.
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